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L e o Baisden
Will Speak

At Banquet

yy^Tj

Special 'Train-ers'
Heed Th ese
Tips

SPEAKS

To all rooters who are go
ing to the San Jose game on
the special train today—here
are a few reminders—to help
make the trip a successful one.
1.—Candy, cokes and root
beer will be on sale oil the train.
2—Intoxicants (either in the
bottle or in person) should not
be brought to the train. None
will be on sale there.
3.—Persons may be refused
admittance by not complying
with the above point.
5.—The train will be student
controlled. Bo your part to
make this as easy as possible
for those who are in charge.
6.—Future train trips depend
on the success of this excursion.
7.—Be sure to yeli your loud
est for those Hungry Tigers!

of the organization and explain
the rules of membership. Mr. Leo
C. Baisden, deputy superintend
ent of city schools, will be the
speaker of the evening. In the
general discussion following, all
questions will be
gladly an
swered.
A chapter of the California
Teachers Association has been
organized on the campus sine
1939, designed to offer as many
practical aids as possible to all
prospective members of the
teaching profession. All elemen
tary, secondary, music, and spe
cial credential candidates are eli
gible for membership in the
organization, and upon payment
of $1.50 dues, are entitled to the
benefits of the California Teahers Association.
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Pacific Invades
*Spartantown'
Special Train Leaves Here at 3:30,
Returns Directly After Game

Following the dinner, the pres
ident will outline the functions

Ihese benefits include place
ment service of the C.T.A. in
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ana
?rra Educational News,
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Placement next June!

No. 10

JOSE

A dinner next Wednesday eve
ning at 6 p. nr. in the S.C.A. ban
quet room will be the first social
function of the local branch of
the C.S.T.A. Reservations for the
dinner should be made by No
vember i2 at the latest. The din
ner will be given at the cost of
32.cents a plate.
BAISDEN

HELP BEAT
SAN JOSE
TONIGHT

THE

STUDENT AFFAIRS

^COMMITTEE.

Will Pacific look like this? Will there be this many
students at the station? Will we win the game? Better
find out in person.
(Please note Amos Alonzo)

Around the
Globe WithDr. Knoles
After a busy Wednesday and
Thursday at Taft and Exeter,
Dr. Knoles will yield to the lure
of the gridiron and spend this
evening at the Pacific-San Jose
game.
Dr. Knoles is slated to con
duct the Armistice Anniversary
service at the Redwood City
Methodist church Sunday morn
ing and will appear at the First
Congregational church in Berke
ley along with the A Cappella
Choir in the evening.
The local State Farm Bureau
will be the recipient this Mon
day of a talk entitled "The Last
of Democracy." The Lakeview
Parent-Teachers' Association will
hear Dr. Knoles on Tuesday
when he speaks on "Keeping Step
With Our Children."
Last Thursday Dr. Knoles con
ducted the forum discussion at
Exeter while on Wednesday he
spoke to the Rotary and Ex
change Clubs at a luncheon in
Taft. Later in the afternoon he
appeared at the Taft High school
and was guest at a dinner in the
Methodist church that evening.

Lecture
Series
Continues
Dr. Austin F. MacDonald, pro
fessor in Political Science of the
University of California, will
speak on "The New World Or
der" in the second lecture of the
series November 13.
Dr. MacDonald has been teach
ing at the University of Cali
fornia since 1930 and has the
reputation for being a very inter
esting speaker. His B.S. degree
was gained in economics at the
University of Pennsylvania in
1920 and his Ph.D. in 1923. He
also holds membership in the
Skull and Keys, honorary society.
He is the author of such works
as "Federal Subsidies to the
States," "Elements of Political
Science Research," "American
City Government" and "Airport
Problems of Amerian Cities." He
has also edited volumes of "The
Far East," "Planning for City
Traffic" and "Annals of Ameri
can Academy Political and So
cial Science."

High School
Y. M. C. A.
Meet Here
The College of Pacific campus
will be overrun by 225 enthusi
astic high school boys convening
here for the 36th annual confer
ence of the high school YMCA
on November 22, 23 and 24.
Delegates will be drawn from
as far south as Bakersfield and
as far north as the Oregon line,
to discuss the timely theme of
"The American Way." A trio of
sub-topics following the patriotic
theme will be "Conception of the
American Way," "Building an
American Way" and the "Preser
vation of the American Way."
Dr. Tully C. Knoles, president
of the College of Pacific, Mr.
Robert W. Burns, registrar, and
that "grand old man of football"
Amos Alonzo Stagg, will address
this large assembly of American
youth.

Tonight's the night for all
good Pacific students to get on
their traveling togs, for the
C. O. P.-San Jose special pulls
out from the Southern Pacific
depot at 3:30 and who can afford
to miss it?

ENTERTAINMENT

A large dance car is promised
to help pass the time on the long
train ride. Of course, just the
fun you can have with the gang
on the train is enoungh, but this
is just an added attraction that
the Rally Committee has ar
ranged.
If you haven't yet purchased
your tickets for the train, there
is still time to get them from the
members of the rally committee
on the campus. (You can't miss
them in those orange and white
glad rags they're wearing.)

DON'T FORGET

The main thing is to look
right now and see whether or
not you have your ticket and
your student body card. Dorothy
Francis reminds us that no one
will be admitted to the game in
San Jose unless they have their
student body card—so bring
both, 'cause it would be a major
catastrophe if you guys and gals
rode all the way to see the Tig
ers swamp the Spartans and
then have to sit outside and listen
on the car radio.
Don True, San Jose's goodnatured rally committee head,
will have the whole San Jose
student body waiting for us at
the depot when we arrive. All
the Pacific gang has to do is
find some fellows with nifty
convertibles and climb in. From
the station we will be taken to a
San Jose hotel for a rally and a
place to eat before the game.

AND THEN

After the refreshments, the
San Jose bunch will take us to
the Spartan Stadium where the
game starts at 8 o'clock.
At 11 o'clock sharp the train
will pull out for the return trip
to Stockton, and if you miss it
don't say the WEEKLY didn't
warn you. There's always some
body that gets left behind and
it's a long, cold hitch-hike home.
Come on you Tigers—it will be
a part of your college life you
will never forget. Let's all be
on hand when the Tiger Special
gets up steam, and really go
down there and show the Spar
COMIN' UPtans that we have the old spirit.
Maybe our boys don't fly in
HOLIDAYS
United mainliner, but look out
Registrar Louis L. Windmiller San Jose—here we come!
has proclaimed Monday, Armis
tice Day, a school holiday for
both Stockton Junior College and p. m. Wednesday, November 20,
College of Pacific.
to 8 a. m. Monday, November 25.
Tank's - Giving, until further C.O.P. gluttons are given a long
notice from Washington, will be er vacation, lasting from 12:30
November 21. Vacation allotted p. m. on Wednesday to Monday
J.C. turkey indulgers is from 9 at 8 a. m.
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BREED'S CONTEMpL
Bv ALLEN BREED
This column is proud to say that
s u p p o r t e d W c i i d e l i VVillkie f o r
dent oi the L nited States, f0l.
though the candidate VVillkie vvi',
soon be just a memory, the rani
paign and spirit which he brou„ht'
back to the American people
never be forgotten. Franklin p
Boosevelt has been elected presi"
dent for the third time—an unpret.e.
dented personal tribute to hint k.
the American people. This has been
done at the sacrifice of a time-hon.
ored American tradition, but the
pie have heard both sides of the
question, and the majority have
placed their faith in the President's
hands.
We who dissented, mus(
respect, and I am sure we will, the
outcome which is the decision of a
democratic people. This campaign
has been hard fought, but now that
it is over, everyone will co-operate
in every way possible to solve the
problems that face our nation today.
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A CLEAN HOUSE
Still discussing the de-emphasis of
football by the University of Chicago,
many university and college publications
By HERM SAPIRO
are advancing arguments, both pro and
The biggest bone of contention
con, about the gridiron sport. Most of in the music game today concerns
the articles admitted the presence of the the rift between the radio broad
"evil" of subsidization, but thought it casting systems and the Ameri
can Society of Composers, Auth
necessary^
the Daily mini, which ors and Publishers (commonly
admitted candidly that "the Illinois boys known as ASCAP). Until recent
still win football games in the toughest ly, ASCAP has had virtual con
trol of all the music on the air
league in the nation, and they seem to do
lanes, and the radio systems have
it without the aid of the subsidies which had to pay them huge sums of
President Hutchins implied they re money for the right to use their
ceived."
material. The networks have, for
Another interesting^ angle concerning years, tried to mediate with AS
prosylating is exposed in an article pub CAP in order to save themselves
lished in the recent edition of a popular from the exorbitant amounts de
picture magazine. It declares that the manded by the Society, who held
more potent use of the Coast Conference a strangelhold on all the music
purity drive is the prevention of bargain rights.
ing by athletes. "Now the players must
Finally, the radio chains have
take what they are offered, and like it." organized a music syndicate of
In other words, the code protects the uni their own which they have named
versities against the unscrupulous tactics Broadcasters Music Inc. (now
known as BMI), and now every
of the players.
However large is the grain of truth radio program given by a name
in these statements, it must be admitted band must contain at least four
that the Bengal footballers are not con BMI tunes, or the air time is de
cerned by any of these assertions. They nied them by the networks. As
are receiving no great material aid, com a result, big name band leaders
paratively; yet their Coach is instilling are caught in a bad spot because
in them the true and original concept of BMI has put out very few tunes
participation in athletics—the ideal of whic hare of much musical value.
building character, of playing for the en Also, the best arrangements in
their libraries are of ASCAP
joyment that sheer physical exhaustion
tunes.
brings.
So, Gates, if you get darned
By B. C.
tired of hearing "Practice Makes
Perfect," "There I Go," and "The
Same Old Story," you'll know the
band leaders are using them by
orders from the head office. Re
cently Jimmy Lunceford's fine
combo was taken off the air be
cause
he refused to tear down the
He sat engrossed in his thoughts of
standard of his programs by in
November 11', 11 o'clock; Armistice Day. clu<jing some of the corny BMI
There had been a succession of dreary tunes.
(lays that depressed the soul and op
pressed all but the thought of carnage. TABOO
After (he first of the year, the
For weeks they had heard rumors, but
an armistice actually being signed—it networks threaten that their shots
wasn't possible, it couldn't be. Not after will contain no ASCAP material
two years of mud and slop and blood! at all. This is worrying the band
leaders as much as the draft, be
The clock on the wall showed three
cause it will cut out their theme
minutes of eleven. Three minutes of
songs as well as their best ar
eleven on that long-hoped for day had rangements. From here, it looks
dropped an uncertain silence over the like a lot of trouble is going to
huddled figures in the trenches opposite come out of this, and the Ameri
each other across no man's land.
It can musical public is going to suf
couldn't be true. But if it was true? fer in no small degree.
And if the war was over? He couldn't SHORTS
conceive it. He sat there in a stupor
After that long tirade, here
Hot thinking, just sitting.
goes on some short swingadgets.
He shook himself from his thoughts Bon-Bon (Jan Savitt's featured
as the clock on the wall struck eleven. vocalist) has turned in his suit
He bowed his head in silence.
with the Top-Hatters to do solo

TWENTY-TWO
YEARS SINCE

AN APOLOGY

Since the topic of conversation has
been
dealing with national affairs fot
HALE WELLMET IS A
the past few months, I should like 1(l
STUDENT AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN.
deal today with those subjects which per.
tain to our college. The first item is an
open apology from the student body t0
the members of the Junior College foot,
ball team. Through a mistake in the
list of announcements at last Thursday's
rally, the J. C. game was not mentioned.
Without a doubt the J. C. team has made
not only a wonderful record for the
school, but has defeated the best J. c.
HUNI
football teams on the coast. If it hadn't
been for a couple of bad breaks, the
They were on their honeymoon, team would be undefeated today. They
happy and gay
can still finish the season with a fine
Until he found that he wouldn't
have been caught in the draft, record, and the student body should support them just as much as they do the
anyway.
I am sure that
And speaking of the draft, only Pacific varsity team.
two actors of the Little Theatre such a mistake as was made last Thurs
are very anxious as to how soon day will not be made again.
Well, all has not been so quiet on
they will have to go, for their
numbers were drawn within the the San Jose campus this past week. In
first four thousand. But we are a letter from San Jose last week, an edi
sure that we shall have Hal Ew- torial from the Daily Spartan asked the
ing and Tony Reid with us for at students not to visit the Pacific campus.
least one more year.
As any one who has walked across our
BOUQUETS
front lawns in the past week can tell
END OF SUMMER is on this
you, this favor was not carried out. A
week and next. Be sure you don't
few
nights later, a raiding party from
miss it, for it is one of the best
all-around plays that Pacific will Pacific visited the San Jose campushave a chance to see in a long, burned their bonfire, burned letters in
long time. Juanita Dausset and their lawn, and painted their buildings.
Carl Fuller are outstanding in The only catch to the whole thing is that
their roles; although the former Allison Gosset and Bill Maring, two mem
is no different on stage than off, bers of the raiding party, we're caught
the latter is creating an entirely and thoroughly worked over. Numerous
new role to present on the stage. other parties have roamed hack and forth
The set—the living room of the between the two schools during the rest
millionaire Frothingham family. of the week. Each year the parly gets
—is beautifully done by Director a little rougher, and more destruction is
Demarcus Brown. A standout in
done. The question comes to my mind
a small role—but not a minor one
—is Lillian Kahan. Look for her of the outcome of these yearly raids. I
in the last scene opposite Carl don't believe we are increasing the rela
tions between the schools, although the
Fuller.
The romantic interlude furnish students participating in the raids seem
1
ed by Clarabel Coffman and Dick to enjoy themselves.
Today the PSA is running a spe
Schneider is more than well done
—and for Sprook's sakes, notice
cial train to San Jose, anil it is 0111
the clothes that both of fhese kids
chance to show ourselves that ue
wear! If Dick would only stand
have enough spirit in the old Deng11
up straight—and quit paying his
Camp to fill the train, and to s o
Paula. Fondle her, Dick, don't paw
the
administration that we can 'ia>
her.
a well-organized and orderly tripSOME STUFF
we can accomplish these two ends,
Remember of the Week: A
there may be a possibility of longer
b
SPROOK speaking to hisst eady:
trips
in the future.*
So let's se
The Green Room is to store stuff
you all on that train, and tea ,
in—and to neck.
give San Jose something to 1196
A little birdie has whispered
when we roll into their station.
to HUNI that Ray Hoffman just
about idolized" the acting of Tony A PECULAR RESCUE
uS
"Romeo" Reid. Has Ray asked
Turning briefly from our cC&^&J.
you for your autograph yet, problems to those of international '
Tony? Or can you write?
acter, we find the Italians are d'opyare
HUNI says that a New Sngland leaflets to tell the Greeks that the)
Consciencious does not prevent only invading Greece to protect Jts J^g
you from doing things—it just Pie from the British. First the Gem ^
prevents you from enjoying
"rescued" the Norwegians
pejthem.
rescued , g8].
British, and then they
spots in New York . . . Herkie mark, concluding their
Kay took another swing at the vation by "rescuing" nou*"" ,
matrimonial game a few months doing so, killing some one hundre ani»
sa,„
ago (his real name is Herbert sand of its inhabitants. Now
,:ev0
Powers Kaumeyer) . . . Benny has given up its independence to
Goodman took Duke Ellington's from
from England, and3 XT
the F a s c i cfs
s t s D6
GrefU'
featured trumpet player Cootie they can work the same gag on
,^
Williams for his new band .
We wonder what Hitler will tell
Charlie Barnet sued the Palomar should ever attempt to invade the
ballroom for $39,000 due to his States—one thing is sure, and that i- y
losing his band's instruments and he is
j not ,,
.P. ..
Great ^
protecting" us from Gmf
library in the big fire a year ago. tain

STAGESTRUCK
By

PACIFIC

pacific tte
present

Pattis

Singer Seen As
Beautiful But Vocally Dumb .

. i J er n American

By JACK LIGTHART
has happened to the American singer? Thirty
What'years ago we could find on our programs such
of 10 aS Clara Louise Kellogg, Lillian Nordica, Emma
Ba0ieS Olive Fremstad, Louise Homer, Geraldine, and
®*meSrinck. Those were singers. They were singers

Alma ,rrace of God, with all the*
bf the®Lj of study that goes to for opera, .or any other work.
Their •
^r0U„n, good singer.
— af"
make up voices were gained They have not studied enough;
they cannot properly sing a scale,
wonderful
of hard work. or phase a Mozart aria correctly.
throughthevyears
sang you had some- Musical background is lacking
fe" when an American singer because they have spent most of
Stoday, you hear an adoles- their time in getting higher notes
fneep or a shrill tremolo, not and their lower voice is under
ftK that you could class as developed and their voices are
weak.
„ great voice.
Lilli Lehman says it is not pos
«irg OF Alt
1 hS
Money is destroying the art of sible for a coloratura soprano to
rinsing, and the vast majority of have high notes that are strong
*L people who want to be and clear unless her low tones
Lra singers are wasting their are fully developed by strength
time Very few have operatic ening her lungs. She remarks,
voices. If they get jobs in the "Singers without power and ve
Met most will fail to win fame
locity are like horses without
except the good looking few who tails."
go on to Hollwood. And these will FUTURE
not be opera singers. Most of
After her first concert, the
them will be hams—in a Kosher- young singer with a hand full of
loving community.
clippings written by her agent
Ah, but in these gveat days of hops a plane bound for Holly
art-loving people , we have in wood. There they painstakingly
deed a great selection of singers transform her into something she
—beautiful singers, every one. is not. The mechanical wonder of
Not one of them would look bad the sound track amplifies her
ly in any type of bathing suit. small voice and patches up its
And they give credit for their crudities and converts it into a
well-known figures to Rye Crisp,
and their not-so-well-known
voices to Luckies (that have al
ways been kind to their throts).
Every day, grinning down on us
•
roAy-T in**int/1
from 40-foot billboards, we may
SUNDAY
see our American corn flake
prima donnas, with mouths full
of shining incisors and biscupids,
endorsing the merits of Tootsie
TYRONE POWER
Wootsies.

REPERTOIRE

What American singers can we
offer today? Very few—Talley,
Moore, Jepson, Swarthout, Bampton—and possibly that bucktoothed beauty, Jeanette MacDonald. Of these glamour girls,
how many could we honestly call
first-rate singers? If we tried to
compare them with the before
Mentioned, I don't think we could
find one.
American singers are not ready

ROX

r«E

*EW Jfl
Sutter

Phone JJ3

SUN. - MON.
ExTRA

BIG SHOW!!

Page .?
very acceptable synthetic prodGordon was in charge.
vT„" ° e becomes a Charlotte
Those pledged were Kathleen
McCarthy, whose voice is de
Ayers, Florence Bagley, Dorothy
pendent upon the talent and
Braghetta, Eva jean B r e n n a n,
whim of the sound man. Then the
Eleanore Berthau, Marion Conmakeup man takes her in hand
chete, Barbara Daniels, Mary De
and she is converted into a
Arrieta, Naomi Dickinson, Jeanne
standardized glamour girl. She is
Drew, Lillian Freuh, Dorothy
On Thursday evening, October Goodwin, Helen Grater, Louise
put on a diet to make her slim
and seductive-thus destroying 25, the Zetagathean Club pledged Grater, Lorraine Harrington.
any semblance of voice that she 32 rushees.
Thalia Heim, Beverly Heller, Zell
The informal pledging service Holmes, Betty Keller, Martha
might have had. This is the his
tory of our Panchromatic Pattis was held in the S.C.A. rooms, Keller, Frances Kenter, Doris
when the prospective members McAllister, Lorraine Miles, Prudy
and Celluloid Sembriches.
Beside the screen, the radio has were introduced to the officers Niles, Eleanor Powell, Vera Romuch to do with the future of and old members. After the serv doni, Beverly Spitzer, Marion
opera. Every week from the Met ice, games were played and re Thisby, Virginia Tilton, Marjorie
we can hear (during the season) freshments served, of which Jane Watson, Mary Windsor and Dor
complete broadcasts of our favor
othy Garibotto.
ite operas. The radio cannot get to the Met until 13 years
later.
If
our
singers
of
today
were
cover up a bad voice; but it can
enlarge a tiny voice three or four like that we would not J>e both |lf you want a job—
times its actual size, thus mak ered with synthetic sopranos that 1 Secretarial
ing it soupd as though it has thrill us at the local cinema and| Civil Service
some strength and body. If the disappoint us at the opera. For| Higher Accountancy
p
sound man were to amplify the the majority of American singers iFree employment service.!
voice of Flagstad or Melchior, now in the public eye (and ear),
the listener would be blown out the soundest kind of advice would
of his comfortable arm chair at be something like this: Wipe off
home. But when our celluloid y o u r p a n c h r o m a t i c m a k e u p ,
(Sinice 1896)
Sembrich performs, the little throw away your corsets, eat un
School of Business
peep that goes in comes out very til you get some substantial meat |
big. Is it fair to collect large on your picturesque bones, open 1 California at Weber
Stockton
prices from the fan who goes to your exercise book to page one
and
slowly
sing
a
C
major
scale.
the opera after hearing this voice
on the air or from the screen,
only to discover that it is all a
The Wonder Presents
fake?
The modern young American
singer has the craze for success,
easy money and quick fame.
Clara Louise Kellogg studied and
sang 10 years before her debut.
Nordica studied for 10 years be
To Help You With Your Fall
fore her real career began. Farrar turned down an offer at the
Wardrobe Problems
Metropolitan in order to study
with Lillian Lehman, and did not

Zetagatheans
Pledge
Thirty-two

1 Humphrey's

A Campus Co-Ed

IHIW- H li*i\ H M
rFoxailFORNU "Baby Sandy Is
a Lady"
'MARKofZORRO'
"Pride and
Prejudice"
'Charter Pilot'
i

SAT., SUN., MON., TUES.

MISCHA AUER
NAN GREY

and

LINDA DARNELL
BASIL RATHBONE

—and—

LYNN BARI
LLOYD NOLAN

GREER GARSON
LAURENCE OLIVIER
WED., THURS., FRI.

'Sporting Blood'
ROBT. YOUNG
MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN

—and—

"Our Town"
FRANK CRAVEN
MARTHA SCOTT

HENfty
60S

jmm

'fHMorq*

MISS MARGIE C R A W

_ / VIRGINIA WEIDLER
•vj „ guykibbee
WIMiSUMMERVILLE
DOUGLAS FOWLEY,

This Saturday the Wonder will have one of our
College of the Pacific co-ed's to help you with your
shopping problems. Drop in to talk and shop with
your college representative.
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Margie will wear this light Copen Blue playabout Jacket
and a smart pleated Beige Skirt on the main floor of The
Wonder Saturday.
The Jacket, one of The Wonder's many fashion features, is
of warm fleecy wool. Perfect styling . . . long, free swing
ing lines—wide notched saddle stitched lapels and saddle
stitched pockets—matching leather buttons, shoulders are
padded and square—a new feature, side slits of 3 inches add
comfort with a style.
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Chocolates
Prize for
Best Scavengers

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

'They brought home the bacon"
as victors of Tau Kappa Kappa's
scavenger hunt held last Friday
evening. A prize of a box of
chocolates went to patron and
patronesses Dr. and Mrs. Allen
Waldo, Janet Rapaport and Jack
Copsy, and Marjorie Sage and
Leonard Rouff, who successfully
raided Chinatown, cafes, and
barnyards to obtain celluloid col
lars, wish bones, and hair from
horses' tails.
Dancing was held until 1 a.m.
and during the course of the eve
ning a hamburger feed was en
joyed.

The team of Elliott and Elliott
(Dean and Mrs.), unRAVELed
some BEETHOVEN, RUBIN
STEIN and had STRAUSS-CHAS
ING MILHAUD down the BLUE
DANUBE on the First Faculty
Recital last week. Sharing this
program was Miss Miriam Bur
ton accompanying J. Henry Weiton, who did splendidly in HANDELing the "Captani of the Mar
guerite," and Dix's "The Trum
peter." (Eugene Lancelle really
• did trump-it.)
Next Tuesday evening, Miss
Miriam Burton will he the solo
ist on the "well polished clavi Mark this down on your calendar
chord" in numbers by the three as a "must attend" event.
"S's," Scarlatti, Schubert and COP'S MARCHING BAND
"Genial Gene" Rotsch is again
Shostakovich. Dean Elliott will
also preside at said clavichord, to serving as drum major of Paci
accompany Miss Frances Bower- fic's Marching Band. This unit of
man in two groups of songs. They men (thank goodness) has res
will include—well, why should I ponded quite well in marching
tell you? Come around next Tues and counter-marching through
day evening and enjoy this pro some tricky formations with com
parative ease. These formations
gram with us.
originate with "Pop" Gordon, who
FRAY-BRAGGIOTTI
may be seen maneuvering the
If you attended the "Rubinoff boys into various positions in
and his violin" concert at the Baxter Stadium or behind Men's
Stockton High School last fall, Hall about 3:30 in the afternoon.
you will remember the two gen The band adds to the color of half
tlemen who accompanied him and time ceremonies, furnishes lusty
presented selections of duo-pian- chords to embellish the students
istic stylization. These two gen in "Hungry Tigers"^ et al, and
tlemen, Fray and Braggiotti, have makes a nice rooting section at
been concertizing. sans Rubinoff, games away from home.
and have been well received by A CAPPELLA CHOIR
tremendous audiences in the east,
The A Cappella Choir will jour
fic's.Marching Band. This unit of ney to Berkeley on Sunday where
servatory's First Artist Recital, they will furnish the musical por
on Tuesday evening, November tion of the evening service at the
39th at 8:15 p. m. All seats are
reserved at 50 cents and 75 cents. (Continued on page 5, column 4)
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Omega Phis cut the capers at house dance entertain
ing guests last Friday night.

! DizzyWorld's" Turmoil
Seen at Omega Phi
66

Last Friday night members of •hands of Bub Stefan. Patrons and
patronesses were Mrs. Cora
Lynch, Miss Doris Richards, Mr.
and Mrs. Norman and Dr. and
Mrs. Arnold.
Hosts were Boyd Thompson,
Bob Thode, Bob Downs, Allen
Breed, Howard Lewis, Jack Yates,
Ben Hamm, Bob Monagan, James
Johnstone, Jack Tullock, Bud Ste
fan, Bill Shepard, George Kapel
Gil Hansen, Tom Bolton, Bob Ra
ven, Bill Toland, Lauren Handley, Fremont Klngery, Leonard
Sawrey, Jack Bertrane, Bill Biddic-k and George Miller.
Their guests were Jane Em
berton, Virginia Kutler, Marylyn
Kendrick,
Margie
McDonald,
Ruth Koehler, Suzanne White,
Sally Jones, Barbara Gibbons, Vi
ola Hahn, Leslie Knoles, Dorothy
Dabrasin, Barbara Harrison, Do
rothy Hull, Celia Cross, De Ette
Hamsher, Aimee Arbias, Barbara
Ferguson, Lorraine Hubbard, Jac
queline Easby, Marion Gregson,
Margaret Spencer, Phyllis Dodge,
Phyllis Hamaker.

Omega Phi Alpha and their
guests had the opportunity of wit
nessing all the whirlings and tur
moil .of this '.'Dizzy World" as
they danced through an evening
at the Fraternity house.
This "Dizzy World" was the
theme of the dance given it by
Chairman Irving Fritz. The dan
cers were treated to side visits
into heaven and Hades through
the guidance of "Old Father
-Time." The 'World' started spin
ning for the dancers at 9 p. m.
and stopped whirling at 1 a. m.
The house was strikingly decor
ated with exact reproductions of
current Atlas'; and depicted the
German empire and the other two
countries over there. A spinning
globe greeted the guests as they
approached the house, and repre
sentatives from eHaven and Hell
greeted them. Bill Dean was in
charge of decorations.
Refreshments were served dur
ing the evening, and were in the

Lights burn late these days in
Anderson Hall. The debate is
there shaping up affirmatives
that can't be beat and negatives
that will beat them. The reason
is the Los Angeles tournament
coming up just before Christmas.
Facific will have a representation
and this representation has to be
good.

FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
Main «fc El Dorado. Pli. 2-4893
Poplar & Yoscmite. Ph. 2-5143

Everything- to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

It's Bravo & McKeegan for

The newest and most popular colors are here . . .
the favorite fabrics . . . and they're styled and tail
ored to fit and hang as good jackets should. You'll
be wanting a Leisure Jacket sooner or later. Now's
a good time to get them while stocks are at their

Groceries
Poultry
Vegetables
Fruits
Meats

Gaia-Delucclii

American and Channel.

peak.

SO

1

so

8

BrM>
&
MsKHSAh!
fo r men — for boys
113-317

EAST

MAIN STREET

Corn stalks, bales 0f
harvest moon, and alTta^'
c°%
+r•\r
try .Tnnlrc
Jacks and +u„their «JlllS
jj1!s^et,Coiw
out for Epsilon's Barn Dane11
r riday night at Brown's IV •
Covering the bare wai]/!?'
large dance floor were in ,|*
drawings of events and 6
illustrative of country Ufe f I
Wilcnn
.
. *
Wilson and
and his v,«..
hay-seeds
"corny" music all evening
there was plenty of cider ^
doughnuts for all when the ^
ended at one. Acting as CW
nnps for
farmottn —
. •
ones
for t.ho
the farmette
sororitv'
ters were the "Jake" Arnold'
"Gordie" Pattons, and the'"8atli
"Zeke"
Waldos.

DIZZY WORLD

Debaters Dig In

Leisure Jackets

TiVl i t III'

LESLIE KNOLES, Editor

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

Frat, Sorority
Heads
Address Frosh
Tony Ficovicii, president of Rhizomia, and Sarah Cameron, presi
dent of Alpha Theta Tau, will
lead a discussion on fraternities
and sororities for the Frosh club
next Monday night at 7:30. Ficovich is also president of the Interfraternity Council, and Sarah
is president of the Pan-Hellenic
Council.
Folk dancing, led by Fern
Lynch, played to a crowd of
about thirty at the last meeting.
During the week Warren Nielsen
published the "Frosh News" and
gave it out to all freshmen as
publicity for the club.

Campus Representative
10ft N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

Among the young lassies am
their lads attending were Libby
Meyer, Lucille Mcintosh, Doroth
Sack, Barbara Harrison, qJ
Cross, Mary Barbara Baer'
Squires, Pat Patterson,'
Ferguson, Phyllis Dodge,
Caubu, DeEtte Hamsher, Barbara
Ferguson, Ruth Udden, PhyUjj
Stabler, Helene Schnabel, Bar.
bara Laddon, Margie MacDonali
Beverly Gardner, Joyce Black,
man, Betty Morrison, Kay O'Con.
nor, Jake O'Connor, Helen Smith,
Betty Fink, Margaret Trabert,
Jeanne Marie Marblestone, Lillian
Kahan, Claribel Coffman, Jackie
Easby, Eloise Smith, Lois Bugbee, Jane Dashiell, Betty Ann
Hickman, Betty Orvis, Rowena
Satterberg, and Dolores Stratton.
Their escorts were Bill Hunefeld, Charles Durham, ElDel Batta, Bill Shepard, Gill Hanson, Bob
Gede, Roy Copper, Wayne Bird,
Harold Monahan, Joe Kegler, Dick
Stebbins, Tom Bolton, Bill Tol
land, Bob Henning, Johnny Sin
gleton, Jim Schnabel, Dick Morrail, Allen Breed, Art Relfe, Stan
Vaughn, Larry Bertram, Fred
Holdon, Jim Holdon, Buzz Peregory, Jerry Smith, Bert Mason,
Doug Nelson, Bill Biddick, Will
Boyarsky, Martin Dabrassin, Bob
Lauppe, Doug Powell, Sam Chaney, John Fanucchi, Bud Witmer,
Bob Dewar, Harry Romani and
Roger Cross.

Inter-Frat
Plans
Bis Occasion
°

...

r

"The Inter-Fraternity Dance
will be held November 15 m ™
gym," said Tony Ficovitch, Pr®
dent of the Inter-Fraternity cou
cil. This is the big occasion of t
semester for fraternity ge
gethers and is planned )
three campus fraternities,
mia, Omega Phi and ArchanmThe theme for the occasion
be the joint workings of
houses. Bids for the dance ar ^
ing planned by Irving Friz ^
Bob Cook, and will be
_
Hunefeld is in charge of aec
tions, and Charlie Durham
Whizzer White, one-time All- charge of the financial ar
American halfback at Colorado ments.
University and later a Rhodes
Helmscholar, stood second in his Yale
Dr. Anna Augusta von
^
law school class.
holtz Phelan of the Universu .
•Minnesota English depar
an authority on cats.
ind
Cracked ice will emit g 0
flashes of light if cold _ o!
according to Frances G.
Vassar College.
for friendship

Silver Hearts
bracelets

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

Bull" Durham

Harvest Moon
Shines On
Epsilon Dance

Specializing ' n
Corsages

TOM
FERRARI

Cbas. Haas & Sens 0. K. Flower
Campus

JEWELERS
425 E. Main St.

Representatir

565 E. Harding

Dial 9i.#

PACIFIC

Ramblin'

Kapp,

'Round
bound tonight by
San Jose
bus, car, airplane, thumb,
train. best we all get

Shows Dolls

FRIDAY,

STRONG

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

Epsilon
Entertains At
A. W. S. Meeting

By BILL RAMSEE
Epsilon Lambda Sigma enter
^"otherwise . •
Kappa Pi Alpha .senior worn. Tiger's lookthere, huh?
tained the Associated Women Stu
(Continued
from
page
4)
down
en's honorary society, has com
dents meeting last Thursday by
d better at Davrs, but seven to
First Congregational Church. presenting a fashion show of cam
t is mighty close . . . lots of pleted plans for its Red Cross
dancing to George t\ar Relief Doll Show scheduled
Seven churches are uniting for pus clothes. Miss Eloise Smith
pacificites
the service and Dr. Tully Knoles acted as commentator while mod
for December 2 and 3
Bre6Ce Hope Archania's satisfied
will be the speaker. This service els Lillian and Lucille Kowotho,
Three hundred dolls from all
ing„'that their pride and joy has
will be heard through radio sta Beverley Gardner, Lois Bugbe,
countries and all parts of the
tion KRE at 7:30 p. m.
LTn returned . . . Although it is globe, including 43 French do],s
Phyllis Dodge, Jackie Easby and
We told you previously that the Katherine O'Connor paraded in
mnred that-they took it by force exhibited at the French Pavilion
choir would be on the air from robes, pajamas, dresses for sport
Election over at last ... No during the 1939 Golden Gate In"ng
over
candidates.
coas'.-to-coast.
The date has been and afternoon, sports clothes, and
ternational
Exposition,
will
be
on"
inore quibbling
set for Sunday, November 24th chubbies. Joyce Wiggins, A. W. S.
remark, display. Also featured will be 20
Professor Connelly's
|
at 8:30 a. m. and the program will prexy, will appoint another orga
you'd remember my lectures dolls depicting early California
be released through the facilities nization to provide a program for
.< long as you do my jokes, it'd historical characters.
of the Blue Network of NBC.
The Leuse dolls are to be a
the next meeting.
be all right'" . . . How true .
rhub Bolton here for last week permanent gift to the College of
d
Don Bishop, owner of that the Pacific from the French gov
Three graduates of the Con
JEAN STRONG heads
ernment through the Consul in
servatory are affiliated with the ICKIES - auaint pink and blue model A, at
Kappa
Pi
Alpha,
senior
Five students have been select
Fresno Symphony Orchestra.
the dorm wooing one Annette San Francisco. This show will be women's honorary society.
their first public exhibition in
They are Norma Bentley, '39, who ed to furnish music for the Thurs
ribson . . • S<>n& o£ the week is Stockton.
is teaching at Riverdale; Paul day night dances for this semes
"Willie, Willie, Willie," dedicated
Mary Barbara Baer, vice-presi 25 cents for adults, and 10 cents Taylor, '38, who is located at Vi- ter. They are Herman Sapiro,
to Ellen Colvan. . . Some Girls dent
of Kappa Pi Alpha, is gen for the children.
salia, and Lawrence Short, also Frank Purcell, Harry DuPraw,
can make up their minds but Ja
eral chairman. The second floor
from the class of '38, who is now Jimmy Ross and Newel Johnson.
net Cullinaine certainly can't. . .
of the S. C. A. building has been
Oldest agricultural college in teaching at Fresno.
Rhizomia seems to be quieting chosen as the place. Hours are
days of the week are devoted to
down these days ... What'sa mat 1.J0 to 5:30 p. m., and 7 to 9 p the United States is Michigan
Music lovers might like to requests, so ii- you have a fav
State,
established
in
1853.
ter, boys?
m. on Tuesday; 9 to 12 on Wed
know that from 11 until noon each orite, drop a card and they will
Pat Boynton, frosh, has a good nesday.
Missing element 93 has been morning, there is a fine musical comply quite graciously. You'll
line of chatter, but is really a cute
Admission is 15 cents for col found by University of California
offering from radio station KYA find this station at 1220 on the
little trick . . . Bev Gardner look lege and high school students; scientists.
in San Francisco. The last three dial.
ed nice as ever in the Epsilon
Fashion Show, attraction of the
A. W. S. meeting last week ... In
fact, none of the models could've
been better than they were.
Martin Plocher seems interest
ed in a certain blonde ... Ah l'am
our - . . Have you seen Georgina
wearing Russ' pin? . . . While at
the Delta next, try a Bohemian
sandwich if you want something
good . . . While on the subject of
food, what happened ID that good
Polka Dot ice cream the dining
hall had? . . . Maybe they ran out
of polka dots.
Omega Phi seems to be over
working its pledges . . . Take it
easy . . . Half a lawn is a lot to
cut at once . . . Speaking of
pledges, Rhizomia did all right.
. . . We'll take G. A. ... If our
memories of last year's special
to Fresno aren't exaggerated, we
must've had fun so let's have a
bang-up time on this San Jose
trip . . . Get that swisher off the
wall, gals . . . And boys, those
rooter's caps ... Give 'em sumpin'
to remember down there ... Let's
go.

Davis Frat
Paddles Here

Soft, A l l -Wool

Our country cousins down
Davis
fnr +V, way
1" are
—" to be commended
WilliIieuueu
*e banR-up dance they had
night at the conclusion
of th
« their entertainrr
entertainment for Pa15 es and alumni.
«,
dance was sponsored by
,he various
fraternities on the I
Aggie campus, and the novel
decorations
were the result of|
their
stream*
' Blue and Sold
S ^"wting with black
and
the cent"26 Were strung out from
ceiiing
,°f the new gymnasium
w

SKIRTS!
SKIRTS!
SKIRTS!

an unusual WCre h6ld in place by
'iff eff 1 arrangement of lightGreek w " Paddles- with the
rePresentedrS °f the H°USe they
e
displayo-i
Prominently
around the side of the
gym,

these 'cf
of the dance
int me paddles found their
ticiPants° iih!uha"ds of the par
tumored
dance, and it is
a that several Pacific eotheir room

All Descriptions
Plaids and Plains

Conclusion

Full g 'ored swing styles.

Way

Repairing:
batches

dry
& Son

Since

Straight tailored

C. O. P. SCARFS
FOR CO-EDS
Football figured Scarfs in the Bengal colors. ^£4*
Just the thing for sports wear

ines.

PRICES:

Sizes 24 to 38

Kaften I Marengo Inc.
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ME 'N* ELMER
LARN
NOO HOPS
Dear Diary:
When I looked in thuh Weekly
office this mornin I perty nigh
fell over cause thar wuz muh
letter to Miz Dag printed as big
as life!
Gorsh, I guess I read that thar
colyum over bout 4 times afore
I went on tuh read tother head
lines. And thar smack between
the eyes, I seed another interestin ar-tickle. It sayed "Yup,
Elmer, Barn Jig Tonight," and I
jis wondered who'd been asypin

on me and Elmer whin I sayed
them very words tuh him out
under them thar trees. But these
hyar weekly reeporteis shore git
around.
Anyhow, Me and Elmer did go
to the SCA Barn Dance and Gosh
we shore had a time, do ce do.
Elmer he got some new overalls
and I putt on muh new calico Ma
sent in from hum and we went
over to thuh Gym. Gorth, I felt
at hum as soon's I sot foot in
thuh door. Me and Elmer swung
ourselves into a Schottiche that
Pa teached me yars ago and I
plum forgot what I wuz at. Ye
know when that 'ere mountain
music gits in yer blood ther aint
much you kin do about it so me

and Elmer just took over
floor, then in the
we swigged down some appie

cider. Course it ain't su^go ^
the corn that my Pa made afore
the revenooers got him bu p >
durn good after all the streenyus
exercise of laming them new folk |
dances of tother countries.
Wall, Gorsh, Elmer says
harrv up so, I quits.
SALLY JANE CORNE.

PUMPKIN POPS
,So the pumpkin coludn't take
it!! It got too hot and exploded
right in the middle of Tau KaP"
pa's scavenger hunt and danf
last Friday night, causing slight j
damage.

Pacific Ave Shops
Milk Shakes
10c Plate Lunch
20c
Golden Waffles ....15c
Fried Apple Pie -..10c
Donuts 30c per Dozen

Mrs. Holmans Donut Cake Shop
1603 PACIFIC AVE.
Chrysanthemum Corsages
for the Game
10c

15c

25c

Shop On Pacific
Avenue
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
2008 PACIFIC AVE.

SEE

SHERWOOD NORTON
OR CALL 2-6650

College Flower
Shop
2115 Pacific Ave.
Dial 2-6550

DRINK and
SNACK at

SCHOOL
SUPPLIES
ON PACIFIC AVE. AT
DOWNTOWN PRICES

DRIVE IN TO

Bill Lunt

Lubrication by
ROY COOPER

SIBLEY E. BUSH
SHELL SERVICE2302 PACIFIC AVE.

HERRMANN'S
We Make
Ice Cream Fresh Doily

Union Oil Products

HOBB'S
BATTERIES

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
Make your Christmas shop
ping easy with our layaway
plan.

BEN FRANKLIN STORES

FOLLOW T H E
CROWD

BREAKFAST — LUNCH
Barbecued Sandwiches
/
Fountain Drinks
c
DIAL 3-2472 >
1712 PACIFIC
-•

2047 PACIFIC AVE.

ICE CREAM STORE
2043 Pacific Ave.

1928 Pacific Ave.

cReflm

KING
Jeweler

Cosmetics
Paper
Notions
Candy
Cards
Stationery
!>. C. EYER, Owner
1002 Pacific Ave.

ice

"Your Neighborhood
Jeweler"

Now you can get your HOT
TAMALES and ENCHILADAS in
our store. No need going down
town.

OfF THE GRIDI RON

Pacific and Castle
Phone 2-9010

TRY THF.

KfTWfiN
CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS
"The Taste Will Tell"
Ph. 3-0461

2014 Pacific Ave.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP

biddick

By DORIS BOWRING

So it's only a cow college, with
all classes conducted in barns and
a total of 499 animals in the stu.
dent body ... oh yeh? Well, bud
die, you're thinking of three other
institutions and not the Univer.
sity of California at Davis.
They do teach agriculture there
—various forms, such as agron.
omy, horticulture, cattle breeding, irrigation. But other majors
are military science, language
literatures, mechanical drawing'
BIDDICK apolo landscape, gardening and engi'.
gizes to all J. C. students neer'-r-"'
?n an open letter to them in
v *>iiY
today's WEEKLY.
Although it is rumored that the
Cal "haggles" major in husbandry, a quick look at a co-ed's desk
in the women's dorm revealed
books on vegetable planting, pouitry raising, botany and econom.
ics. They hold their own, these
Cal Aggie women, even though
they are outnumbered by the
men, 10 to 1.
Nice barns they're building
nowadays if that is what you call
To All Students:
the gym with its adjoining out
Occasionally, unfortunate and door swimming pool, sloping to a
apparently unforgiveable inci 14-foot depth, lined with a skydents interrupt the usually
smooth procedure of student life. blue tile, and guarded by suntanned Skin stretched over the
Such an incident occurred in physique of McFadden ... ah yes
the rally during assembly period , . the lifeguard'
a week ago yesterday, when the
Most beautiful building on the
J. C. game with Placer was not
campus
houses the library and
only not accorded prominent
mention but was not even men administration offices. Construct
tioned.
Doug Powell, Ham ed of cement, glass and alum
Briggs, and I, most of all, are inum, it is modern to the "nth"
to be held responsible for that degree, with four floors of
error. At the conclusion of the "stacks." A $60,000 chemistry
assembly, we all realized the ter building is also in the making.
rific "butch" that we had pulled
and yet could then do nothing MEN IN CABINS
Social life is prominent with
but apologize.
We have already let Coach six frats, three dorms and a co-op
Dasheill and the J.C. team know housing 100 men in individual
how we regret the error. And al cabins, to plan "swing" functions.
though we cannot atone for the Cal Aggies attend a regular col
error by publicly apologizing, we lege, all right . . . and take it
feel that this is the least we can from me, they ain't "country"
do to let the students know that boys'
| the slip was absolutely uninten
tional.
The J. C. team will continue
to receive the full support of the
PSA government as it always in
actuality has.
I, personally, wish the team
the best of luck for the remainder
of the season, and again, I'm
sorry.
Sincerely,
Professor Allan Bacon, instruc
BILL BIDDICK
tor of organ, piano and music
history in the Conservatory, has
found a great demand from
VOCATIONAL again
civic groups to continue his piano
lecture—recitals, which he gave
TEST NEXT
in a year-long series with grati
fying results. The popularity o
WEDNESDAY
this musical presentation has been
Students will have an op responsible for his return to many
portunity to take the Strong places where he visited last yearVocational Interest Inventory,
To date he has appeared before
well-known test particularly Women's Clubs in Oak dale, Loom
helpful to students as yet un
Concord, Vallejo end also a
decided as to vocational ob is,
His
jectives, next Wednesday at the Martinez High School,
musical
presentations
have
bee
4:15 o'clock in Room 204 of
the Ad Building, Dean James divided between two subjects, 0
aspects o fthe "Psychology
Corson announed yesterday.
The charge for scoring the Music," and "American Music.
Many engagements have no
test, which is done at Stan
ford, varies from 50 cents to been definitely settled as to
$1.25, depending upon the time and date, but Professor
number of occupations the con is scheduled to appear at
student wishes to have scored. Outdoor Art Club of Mill
on the 14th of November, at tn
Merced Women's Club on the
"Stub" Harvey,
of January, the Tulare W°me
Club on the 14th of January an
Whittier
the Women's Club of Fresno
the 2?th of aMrch. All of the i
Composer
ture lectures-recitals which
Galen M. Harvey, former stu been scheduled so far, will ^
dent at the College of Pacific, built around the "Psychology
has written three new songs to Music."

"Where the Food Is Alwayt Good"
SERVING

M41 PACIFIC AVENUE

LUNCH MM! D9NKKR

TRY OUR WAFFLES
" TREAT
—A REAL

Associated
Service

IFIC AND WALNUT

Davis Not
Cow College
Gal Finds

Open Letter
by
Bill Biddick

Bacon Begins
LectureRecital Series

be presented in the Poet Theater
college revue this weekend on
the Whittier College campus
University of Pennsylva" ^
Harvey, who is now attending first three football games in
Whittier, has also written "Men are against the Big Three:
of Wardmen," the official house vard, Yale and Princeton.
song of Wardman Hall in which
he resides.
of the
Frank Taylor, captain
While at Pacific, "Stub" was
juam
in cha
dayf'
longed
m»r'
quentlj
ites" w.

pacti

IC

^ eekly

, F riday,

nov. s,

1940

END OF SUMMER'

Rally Rouses
Spirit for
San Jose

Second

Recital
„nA faculty recital will
The s® Tuesday evening, Nobe giveVat 8.15 o'clock in the
vemW V,
and
AuditoriUm
Co"scr„ Miriam Burton, pianfeaturing
Bowerman, soprano,
Joh"

PSA rally held in the gym last
night as a preamble to the San
Jose game gave out with a vari
ety program that threatened to
earthquake the foundation.
Beating out the bars were the
Pacific band and Harold Harris'
band. O'Connor and O'Connor,
tumbling team, tumbled a few,
and Bette Hunifeld staged a skat
ing solo.
Bert Swenson, Stockton com
missioner of recreation, Bud Ste
fan, Bill Dean and Dwayne Mears
were speakers of the evening.
San Jose's student body presi
dent, Bob Payne; entertainment
Chairman, Len Baskin, and lead
er, Paul Arata, represented the
Prune town gang.
Yost Brothers supplied the pub
lic address system.

Elli0W' aCC°m'

panislf
to in A Major . • Scarlatti
, SonaW MUSical, 0p. 94 Schubert
M°me" ns 0n Theme from "RosaVanations
Schubert
"ll'n 6 Miss Burton
II
u sole dal Gange...Scarlatti
G!a
ra Neve
C*mara
^Tl'sereno al ciglio . .Handel
Rendi 1 sere
Rossini

Ta

^

Danza

Miss Bowerman
III
Thee Fantastic Dances ......
.... Shostakovich
Allegretto
Andantino

Allegretto
Barcarolle
«

• • Grilles

the old impetuous sea,
The beautiful setting for "End of Summer," current Pacific Little Theatre pro
changeless, yet full of change, it duction, is shown in the picture above. The play will be presented tonight, tomor
Lnis the very mirror of those
row night, and on Friday and Saturday nights of next week.
dreams we call men's lives."—

VVm. Sharp.

Miss Burton
IV

Corals
Treharne
l'e Been Roaming
Horn
pawn
Coleridge-Taylor

Claiming Chloe

German

0 No, John!
arr. by Sharp
Miss Bowerman

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FIRST ARTIST RECITAL
Tuesday Evening, November 18,
8:15 o'Clock
FRAY & BRAGGIOTTI
All Seats Reserved, 75c and 50e

"End of Summer" Opens
Little Theatre Season
Juanita Daussat, as Leonie, Wants
'LOVE;' Carl Fuller Excellent

grandmother, Mrs. Weyler, was
wheeled upon the stage. "Living
The story of a woman who from day to day" because of her
places too much emphasis on
love—this is S. N. Behrman's illness, the audience will more
than want to catch every speech,
sparkling comedy, "End of Sum
line and action of the dear lady.
mer," which will be seen tonight
Miss Kahan plays a very diffiand tomorrow night at 8:30 p. m
ult part well.
LOVE IS ALL
SCREW-BALL
Leonie Frothingham murmurs
A "screw-ball radical—Dennis
that "Love is all I care about— McCarthy"—is Herman Spindt,
There'll be a double-hot old when you're net Jn love, you're
who slouches and slops about the
time in Spartan town come this dead." Juanita Daussat is Leonie
stage, as all radicals slouch, you
Friday.
- and a more capable and beauti know. He doesn't quite get the
According to Clayton A. (Huey) f J! Leonie would be hard to find. depth to the fooling of a radical;
"End of Summer" was first but perhaps the fear engendered
Long, president of Beta Pi chap
produced
on Broadway in 1936, by the latest propaganda against
ter of Phi Mu Alpha, honorary
music fraternity, some dozen or with Ina Claire, Osgood Perkins all radicals, "reds" and column
and Van Heflin. Tonight's per
so men of the Pacific organiza- formance will be opening night ists, does not permit us to appre
ion have made arrangements to of Demarkus Brown's second ciate or enjoy his performance
mvade San Jose early Friday af production of the year. Mr. quite as much as we should.
Burt Trullson as the stuffy
ternoon for a doubles' tennis Brown also has the distinction of
"^eh with two San Jose State being the first director to pro butler, and Susan Hubbard as the
beautiful nurse complete the
lv s!c. aculty men, to be sound- duce Behrman's comedy on the cast.
y trimmed by Dean John G. Pacific Coast.
Look for the gowns of Leonie;
the freshness of Paula and Will;
s e h L u " 5 E l l i o t t a n d J - R u s - BRAVO TO BROWN
Mr. Browr, has scored once the effective lighting during the
tip
r
Bodley of the Paci
nc Conservatory.
again—not only in the choice of three acts; the performance of
A 0thcr feature match of the the play—but also in the selec Fuller, and the closing scene in
a{f "
tion of such an outstanding cast Act II, Scene I, between Carl Ful
againstT WU1 be played two and the way the play is handled ler and Lillian Kahan.
Wlth
Euvellc
Enderf
'
<Mike) from opening curtain to the final
"End of Summer is a fasttennis t"' Wlnner of the Phi Mu curtain call. The set can only be moving, sparkling comedy as only
Ur
ey
trophy
and Fn!° "
°t 1939-40,
described as a living room that S. N. Behrman could write. As
Preside rfCSt 'Spikei Honnold, vice has come to life from the pages it is a Behrman, expect more
of pop ?' uPh°Ming the honor of the New York social register
than just laughs and gag lines;
good ?' .against two "allegedly" - it's beautiful.
for Behrman is a writer who has
S
^misers of state.
Easily capable of copping act
leave6 thratiernity men plan to ing honors from the leading lady
cal camPus in cars is the part of the neglected Mr.
about- »
"feudine°0tl F£iday- After their Frothingham as played by Carl
san j f~ ?n State's courts, the Fuller. Mr. Fuller is tops! And at
n
local "m ^ aPter will escort the times he reminded the reviewer
J°se f
musicians" to a San of shades of Robert Ely. Fuller
PPTf
ag" thence to meet the more than sinks his teeth into
Pacifir,
this part, and he turns in a fine
,0 join th e°Kal train: and finally
performance.
C
d
tion at
and rooting sec-, OTHER CHARACTERS
at the game.
Glenn Tanner as the irresistAT
able, but villainous, Dr. Rice is
good; but always you are seeing
Dr. Rice as Glenn Tanner. There
is absolutely nothing wrong with
6 r
the characterization of the doc
tor, but those who know Mr. Tan
. Att
Attending
0-1
pelta
meeting of the ner will know at all times that Fri., Nov. 15
*app
Mr. Tanner is Mr. Tanner. He
«-vv
fL.
•""«*»
HUUUJ. C*l J
Barbara 7-•?.
V, week-end
"'weBt in Santa
oama could be Dr. Tanner, the soulPresenting
s- Marion O. Pease, doctor, but he is not Dr. Rice.
student •
ea
her
Bease Wa ?
advisor. Mrs.
Clarabel Coffman and Richard
f°Undin„ s, lnstrumental in the Schneider are delightfully pleas
f°rnia.
° the s°ciety in Cali- ant in their roles of the two
young lovers; and the scenes be
cbaptersepresentatives of the two tween these two are especially
SENSATIONAL
BAND
J°a^Uin
St°ckton, the
San good. Max Gobel is always dark
chapters n
Calaveras county and handsome—but he is even
GKN. ADM. SOc
fr- Meeting6 ?oinS down togetSh- more so ES the Count Mirsky.
I
My heart melted every time
"hday
will be Saturday and
Lillian K^han, as the little, old
By Wm. HUNEFELD

Musicians
SwingRacquet!

Tic Toe
Tussle

Ma rion Pease,
P ©sentative
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CLARK HOTEL

"We Are Proud"
Is Chapel
Theme
On next Tuesday the 12th
Chapel, with a background of
decorations by Bill Richardson,
will have as its theme, "We are
proud!"
Eloise Smith will read a poem
entitled "We Are Proud," to the
accompaniment of organ music
played by Prof. Allan Bacon.
Bill" Ramsey has for his offer
ing a bass solo. A flute solo is
also to be played.
An unusual feature is to be
a solo on the musical saw by
Mary Joyce Whitlock. The A Capella Choir rounds out the pro
gram with a selection of num
bers.

Conservatory
Artists
Accompany
Dr. Tully Knoles, accompanied
by Conservatory Students Katherine Kuivala, Julius Lang and
Verne Clifton, were guests at the
morning services of the Meth
odist Church of Nevada City last
Sunday.
Dr. Knoles spoke en Paul's Let
ter to the Romans. Miss Kuivala,
soprano, sang a solo from "The
Holy City." Mr. Lang, bassoonist,
contributed the Aria-Pergolesi
and xVlegro-Myerbeer. Mr. Clif
ton, pianist, played "On Wings
of Song" and also accompanied
Miss Quivala and Mr. Lang.
The late Dr. Francis H. Herrick,
professor emeritus of biology at
Western Reserve University, was
widely known for his study of
American eagles.

School children operate the lar
gest amateur museum in the
Scientists at Kasas State Col world. Located in Wahington, N.
lege are raising cattle on a diet C., it is known as the Bughouse.v
that substitutes powdered lime
stone for alfalfa.
ideas to present—and he presents
them—in the vocabulary of the
intellect.
This review praises, because it
has no alternatives. "End of
Summer" is a fine play. Don't
miss it—November 8, 9 and No
vember 15, 16.

-YOST BROS.

• •&TYLE nSTORe fOftoM£N»
Stylish Looking

RAINCOATS!
Flnger-Tlf
length.

HOWDY FOLKS!
If yo're goin' away fo"
a lil' trip over th' holi
day, ah sho' hopes
yo'll let me fill vo'
tank an' wash yo'
win'shield befo' yo'
go!

Gay (Lil Abner)
George Willson's
Yocum
PHONE 2-9446
244 W. Harding Way

Gabardines and
Reversible
Corduroys
$£95

5

ami up

Here's proof that a Rain
coat has as mucch Fash
ion as any other coat . , .
We suggest that you stop
in , . . see them . . . try
one on.

)*TYL£ STOR£ fOR*M£N»

320 -E. Main St., Stockton
Exclusive Sale of Hart
Sehaffner A Marx Clotht*

Campus Representative
JIM SCHNABEL

PACIFIC W ,.;i:KI.V.

'age 8

Mu Zete Has
Halloween
Dance

FRiQAy, xov- AiCl

BODLEY

On the Air

By MAX GOBEL
C.O.P. on the air; your station
KWG.
Monday, 10:15—The World To
day, Dr. Knoles on trends and
events; operator, Fanucchi; an
The spirit of Hallowe'en was nouncer, Caubu.
captivated last Saturday night at
Monday, 2:30—Beside the Book
Mu Zeta Rho when witches, gob shelf, John Crabbe reviews late
lins and blackcats decorated the books; operator, Tanner; an
nouncer, Crabbe.
house.
Tuesday, 1:15—Pacific High
Preceding the pledge dance,
honoring Ellen Jane Harrington lights, Art Farey and Pacific
and Virginia Wright, the mem Bulletin Board; operator, Schnei
bers and their guests had a scav der; announcer, Reid.
Wednesday, 4:45—Pacific Sym
enger hunt. The prizes for the
scavenger hunt went to Phyllis posium, round table discussions
Grimshaw, Bob Kenyon, Ellen and debate; operator, Bowring;
Jane Harrington and Ronnie announcer, Randall.
Thursday, 1:15—Pacific MusiBoone. Refreshments carried out
cale, students of the conserva
the Hallowe'en theme.
Members and guests present tory in recital; operator, Ram
were Janice Morrill, Mary Ran- sey; announcer, Gobel; producer,
ney, Beverly Miller, Beverly Miller.
Repeating an engagement that
Friday, 10:00 — Pacific Per
Wright, Harriet Davidson, Joan sonalities, informal interviews of met with success last year Paci
Edwards, Mary Joyce Whitlock, faculty members; operator, Cau fic's A Cappella Choir will sing
Jane Switzer, Phyllis Grimshaw . bu; announcer. Tanner
Connie Fisher, Ellen Jayne HarOutside of the campus pro Sunday at the First Congrega
rington, Joyce Wiggins, June grams there are some good bets tional Church in Berkeley over
Sprague, Ellen Colvan, Virginia on the air that will warrant look station KRE, broadcasting at
Wright, Junan Bronzich, and ing into for their interesting 7:30 p. m. Dr. Knoles will be the
method of presentation and in
Mary Ellen Hoosen.
guest speaker again this year.
Guests were Carlton White, Les formation. I refer to the educa
The
choral numbers will include
Dow, Glenn Tanner, Bob Bastian, tional type of programs.
"Benedictus," by Paladine the
American
School
of
the
Air,
John Changala, Clair Wilbur,
solo part being sung by Katherine
Warren Pahl, Bob Kenyon, John Monday through Friday, 2 p. m.,
Kuiliva, 'Virgin by the Manger,"
Beane, Ronnie Boone, Howard KNX.
Walter Damrosch, NBC Music by Ceasar-Franck, and Sheperds
Hansbrawe, Kenneth Ferguson, Appreciation Hour, Friday, 11
Trail an Angel," by Besley. This
Bill Allen, Dick Briggs, and Nor p. m. KROW.
last number will have the viola
man Hoffman.
Speak Up, America, Sunday, solo played by Norman Lamb and
4:30 p. m. KGO.
the vocal soprano sung by Bar
The American School of the bara Harrison.
Air has a different program and
There will be seven Congrega
subject each day. Give these pro
tional
Churches for this meeting
grams a trial and don't let the
educational angle scare you away and the choir is proud to have
from it. They are anything but a been invited to sing again this
year.
bore.

Hanson Prexy

Of College

Honor Group

Officers for the coming year
were elected by the All-College
Honor Society at a meeting re
cently.
Karl Hanson reecived the presi
dency, which the society prefers
to name the Chancellory. Vice
Chancellor is Carl Fuller. Prof.
Charles E. Corbin opposed the
third term, but accepted the
fourth and was re-elected Scribe.
If you see your leaders "doing
their stuff" in nice shiny satin
jackets, probably orange and
white, don't be surprised; for this
idea was approved by the Ex.
committee at their meeting Tues
day evening, Oct. 1.

TERM PAPER
TIME
DRAWS NEAR
o
This Year Don't Write

TYPE IT

SIDELIGHTS
John Hix, famous cartoonist
who supplies the strange, odd
and unique information on which
the CBS radio program, "Strange
As It Seems," is based, received
a letter a few days ago from a
listener in Topeka, Kan. While
listening to the Hix program on
the air, the fan wrote, he was
called by producers of another
show on the air at the same time
—and notified that he'd won a
jackpot of $3,700 by being on
hand to answer his telephone. All
on this thing called RadioStrange as it seems.
Here is loyalty as expressed
by letter from Honolulu:
"Dear Sir: I listen to your radio
station KNX every night and
will be very happy to have your
radio programs. My sister, par
ents and I enjoy it very much.
If some money is needed to have
your radio programs, I will glad
ly pay for it. Thank you.
A constant listener, of your
station, JANE HIRAMOTO.
Honolulu, Hawaii."
This in a nutshell, makes radio
what it is in America today—all
on this thing called Radio.

Mae Weigart
Accedes to
Presidency

Bob Stark, president of the Stu
dent Christian Association, has
resigned his post due to the pres
sure of other obligations. Stark,
despite his desire to remain as
head of the organization, has de
cided that the interests of the
S.C.A. will be best served by one
who can give more time and ef
fort to the group.
His successor, formerly vicepresident of the association, will
be Miss Mae Weigart, a junior
in C.O.P. Her accession to the
office, according to by-laws of
the organization, was approved
by the S.C.A. Counil at a speial
meeting.
Miss Weigart has held many
different exeutive offices during
her years at Pacific. Last year
she was chairman of the Chapel
Committee, and she has been on
the planning committee for the
Asilomar Conference. Further
SIGNATURE
more, Miss Weigart has been
Max Gobel saying thirty for worship chairman for the entire
today until next week; and,
Asilomar Conference. She is at
Don't forget comments and news the present time on the Associat
With your and Radio's views ed Women Students' Council.

MEET THE GANG
-AT-

BOBB
Prices from $24.50
It's Easy to Own One

$1.00Down $1.00 Wkly.

I N N

FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE
ON EL DORADO

Your Campus Agent
HAROLD MONOGHAN
P. S. A. Member

STOCKTON
TYPEWRITER
CO.
436 E. Market
127 N. Calif.
DIAL 2 8514

COLLEGIANA
By Adele Scoble

"ROCKNE" STAR
"A man can be taught to act,
but he can't be taught to speak.
Pat O'Brien ol Hollywood fame,
and a campus visitors
Marys college, believes, alV
advised the future Homeos. Th^
actor who has just returned from
South Bend, and the world pre
mise of the "KnuteRockne" pic
ture gives as his reason for vis
iting the Gaels his great admira
tion for the college and for Red
sn-ader" - • • After his advice to
the Moragan actors, we will be
expecting lots of fine performan
ces this year!
*

*

*

TOO PRETTY!
From Marquette University
comes the news that Coach Paddy
Driseoll of the football team is
stewing because his squad is "so
darned good looking." The Golden
Avalanche mentor says he nevei
saw a bunch of "collar-ads on a
varsity team, but adds that they
may surprise you with their foot
ball!" . - . Methinks, if you just
give the boys time, they will prob
ably receive a few facial uplifts.
Isn't that right. Tigers?
•

JUNIORS OUTSTANDING
Climaxing one of the best Paamarino rallies on record, the
class of "42" won the Old North
Hall Bell trophy last Thursday
night in the Greek Theatre. Fea
turing long winter underwear,
the junior class won the trophy
with a skit satirizing quiz pro
grams, and predicting a Califor
nia victory of 10 to 0 at the BearEruin game Saturday . . . Orchids
to you, Juniors. Your perform
ance was quite outstanding—yes,
even good!
*

*

•

WE'RE WITH YOU
Members of the Executive Coun
cil of San Francisco Junior Col
lege have prepared a petition to
be sent to Fred Waring asking
him to write a fight song for the
college, as he has done for sever
al other universities and colleges.
. . . We on the Pacific campus,
are really for you S. F., and our
fingers will be crossed.
*

*

*

STRANGE COOKIE DUSTERS!
The senior men of North Cen
tral College have started off in
the annual mustache derby. So
far it is anyone's race, and one
cannot be too sure of the out
come, but as it now appears, the
lucky man will win by a whis
ker ... It is rumored out our
way that competition is keen, and
that there will be no close shaves.
* * #
OUTSTANDING ALUMNI
Right here on our own campus
is the man chosen as one of Modesto's outstanding academic and
athletic alumni. He is none other
than James Corson, dean of stu
dents and dean of men. In an edi
torial which occupied a front
page position, it was stated that
he is remembered particularly be
cause of his versitality of inter
ests . . . Congratulations, Dean
Corson—and, incidentally, we'd
like to hear more about the time
an emergency arose and you sang
tenor in a musical group, al
though your range is that of bass.
«
*
*
CELERY STEAKS!
With Wimpy it's hamburgers,
with Popeye it's spinnich, but
for the Ohio State University's
basketball team, the secret of
strength and success is just plain
celery. A few hours before the
big game the boys sat down to
eat, and roared a protest against
BOB

SHEPHERD & GREEN
!»MA

K

A

ROBINSON'S
Union Station

their not having a knife .
+Vif»ir steak. "You're
"V
their
not tQ cut
steak tonight, boys," hf
>- °atia%
Coacli Olsen. "Steak is a ttvme<*
g
t h e p a s t . T o n i g h t y o u ' r e h - of
toast, honey, tea and celerv/."2
ery with lots of salt."
THIS MODERN AGE
Joe College and Bettv c
:orn cro students,
ctiiHanfo ~
0-|•ed,
average
spend 4li
hoursper week loafing and^
ing. This is one of the finiir>lay.
recently reported by the di> »gs
of social education at the sion
versity of Wisconsin, after" Uni'
ing a study of mid-western ™
legians. The survey revealed
the bulk of student's leiSUl that
spent in aimless loafing bull
sessions radio listening,' drinkL
and driving . . . tsk! tsk! and ^
have to pay tuition for that
EDUCATIONAL!
While a group of University 0f
Maryland's sophomores were ha
ing several hundred freshmen
someone suggested the idea of
making the lower classmen prav
for rain. The freshmen dutifully
carried out the order on bended
knees. Strangely enough, a rainstorm struck the campus a few
hours later. . . . It would seem
that higher education is great
stuff if applied with the right
technique!
MORE FUN!
The Fresno State basketball
quintette will be Hawaii bound
along with the football, squad in
December, if plans which were
started at their recent Board of
Athletic Control meeting are can
ried out. . . . Maybe our football
squad could furnish them with a
few phone numbers 'n' stuff, that
is, of the girls they left behind!
COUNTRY HOSPITALITY
Congratulations, Aggies, on the
grand Homecoming you had last
week-end! We Pacificites who
stayed on had a lot of fun at the
dance and really enjoyed your
open-house hospitality. . . . What
d'ya know, folks, one Farmer
actually wore "store-botten"
socks to the dance! The shoes
surprised us, but weren't you go
ing a little too far with the
stocks?
THE BELL-AD OI" A. K. PHI
lly EDGAR ALLEN POE

On a campus in the West
WWhere friendships are the best,
There Is a House of Beauty
Who thinks it is its duty
To Meddle in affairs
Of laundry, bells, and stairs.
Now thingrs were going <J evinely
And the Thetes were acting Imeiy
Toward the frats—one or more
Until a bit of laundry was de
posited a t the door
Consisting of shirts and sox ana
blouse
_
__.it*
Of a type not suited for a sorer r
house.
Now the Alpha Thetes
And the Alpha Thetes are quics,
And so they go together
Painting murals of lipstick
Upon the snow-white linen
Not fit to be worn by women.
Now the Middle House of Men
Raised up in quite a din—-' f n u D < i
When the returned linen w *f * H C k
Covered with tracks of a HP
hound.
. r n p.
And aovwed by ghosts of • •
That avenged they were to
Blood is thicker than y®>l®^ "and
Thus 'twixt the Middle H o u s e an
Alpha Thete.
wrong
The Middle Men can neer do w
Even when filled with wine,
But ° Archifnia
The

shall

C , ?act a n thaf r Alpha

always late.

always

r' B <

Thetes are

DR. BUTTERFIELD TALKS
Practical helps for rfduc!||g
the cost of decent farn~,y lp3
will be offered by Dr. Cna
Butterfield in his seond talk
the series on Family Relatl°,s
at Central Methodist c*lU1Fn.
Life Questor's League next
day evening at 6 o'clock.
"Marriage and Money" 18
title of this week's discus
•
Minimum budgets for y°un,f nff
pies will be suggested. b "
Engagements" will be taken
next week.
Evidence that human bel
witnessed formation of Cra
Lake thousands of years ago
under study by Uniersity of
gon scientists

PACIFIC WEEKLY. FRIDAY.
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DEVELOPMENT

Social Worker
Is Visitor
On Campus
Purpose of California
Student Teacher
Association Outlined

Above are pictured various phases of recently-reno
vated Baxter Stadium, home football field for Pacific,
Stockton Junior College and the local high scchool. The
upper left view shows the recently installed ticket win
dows along the south fence. Upper right is a long view
of the new score board and timer on the rim, and the
public address loudspeakers on the turf. The lower left

view depicts an embryo Stadium, barely in the early
stages of its development. This photo was taken in
1980, before almost ten thousands of improvements in
that year. Old fence, old scoreboard, and no light tow
ers are distinguishing features. The final view shows
another angle of the timer, a light tower, and one of
the several-year-old rest roms at the main entrance.

BAXTER STADIUM ERECTED SIXTEEN YEARS
AGO; PRESENT VALUE IS $50,000
By KILL GRANT
•
Way back in the spring of 1924, when the present day crop of Junior College
and Pacific students were still in rompers, the labor on one of the most needed
and largest constructions of the campus was being culminated.
That year Pacific students, who had watched the stadium rise from the founda
tions on up to its rim, were finally to sit and watch a Tiger football squad from
the seats of Pacific's new stadium.
•
The Tiger squad played its first game in the new The clock on the score board has
bowl that year, and just to show their appreciation for been donated by the Associated
the swell new playground, the boys went out and Oil Company. Also, donated by
dumped the Cal Aggies 17-14 in one of those thrillers the Universal Radio Shop are the

that old football men keep tucked*
away in their memories so that ing 6,500 seats and a crude
they may be rehashed e ach time turf, a quarter of a mile of
with more brilliance and vigor at concrete curbing, wooden goal
the club, reunion or at the fire posts, and a scoreboard.
side.
1930 BIG YEAR
BAXTER GIFT
After nine years sixty units
Since 1924, in order to keep jot lights were added to the
tip with modern trends, many stadium, and a new phase of the
contributions have been made in football was introduced to Col
Baxter Stadium. But first of all, lege and Stockton football fans.
perhaps, one should know just This happened in 1930. Also
why the bowl bears the title, added in 1930, at a cost of $6,700
Baxter.
were the press box, fence, gates
Thomas F. Baxter, then presi runways and stairways, all very
dent of the board of trustees, necessary items.
prefented the school with a gift
In 1933 more seats were added,
°f $25,000; therefore it was alto and these brought the total
gether fitting and proper that capacity to 9,500. Finally in
he name of Baxter should be 1938 th
ng need for, and final
f°r the edifice toward installa. -. of rest rooms was
lc
' " the gentleman had so gen realized.
erously donated.
Last year thirty more units of
Incidentally, it is also interest lights were installed and 1500
ed" + n°te tpiat -M-r- Baxter add more seats erected.
ed to his contributions in 1928
This year the new score board
)i-mPresenting the school with a and electric timer was installed.
and
•h
airplane, known as
X*YIlyinS Bengal.''

SEATING DOUBLED

hi.Y resuming this chronological
find Y of. Baxter Stadium, we
in order to start constm ,•
ann °n> the College of Pacific
a m P r ? p r i a t e d ? 6 0 0 0 - These
rentYY plus gate receipts, and
school' b0th for usage by other
othe„ S" and i°r auto races and
the o .eYents> has taken care of
lg nal c°st and ensuing exPei,J '
Wn rought on by additions.
tbe stadium was first
Cfl,
J^Pleted in 1924, it consisted
n earthern bowl contain-

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Philosophies of
Life and God
At Crossways
The Meeting of the Crossways
next Thursday afternoon at 4:15
will have as speakers Mrs. C. A.
Broaddus, one of the city's wellknown Christian leaders and
youth counselor at the Congre
gational Church, and Mr. Ralph
Pederson, general secretary of
the Stockton Young Men's Chris
tian Association.
The Crossways will continue
its series of discussions on "I Be
lieve My Philosophy of Life, My
Concept of God." All interested
are invited.

YOLLAND ICE
& INCORPORATED
FUEL CO.
Telephone 6-6966
Office:
830 S. California

TED'S

SERVING

Our Products
AT

Cub House"

MEAT

j

434 E. WEBER

Dependents of
Veterans
Aided
Under the provisions of the
Veterans' Dependents' Educa
tional Act, State of California,
hundreds of young men and
women have been given finan
cial assistance to further their
education through the Califor
nia act.
It is advisable that students
who are children of deceased
World War Veterans contact
the registrar's office for fur
ther information.

Twenty southern California
communities are served through
classes offered by the University
of California extension division.
Shrubs and lawns on the cam
pus of San Diego State College
get 15,000 gallons of water daily.
THE BIKE SHOP NEAR
YOUR COLLEGE—
New and second hand bicy
cles priced to fit yor pocket
book. Repairs and supplies.

Gorham and Son
CYCLERY
128 W. Walnut

Dial 2-1646

HEADQUARTERS

FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE
Operated by
—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

"WHERE YOU MEET EVERYBODY'

All the World
Cheers a Winner

Stockton, California

SERVING PACIFIC

Ribbon Dairy

448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

speakers at the south end of the
field.
Baxter stadium as it stands
today has an approximate esti
mate of $50,000.

Visiting the Student Christian
Association this week was Mrs.
Dorothy Sheldon, widely known
throughout the Pacific Coast area
as an expert on religious educa
tion.
Mrs. Sheldon is at present a
worker at the Univerri*y of Cali
fornia Y.W.C.A. flL
advisory
board member and part time
staff member in religious educa
tion and worship. This year she
has volunteered her services as
a religious education committee
member for the Asilomar Con
ference.
Scheduled for Mrs. Sheldon
during her stop here were special
meetings with the Chapel and
Religious Education Committees
and an evening meeting with the
S.C.A. Cabinet. The visitor sat
in on a Chapel Committee meet
ing at which resource material
for worship services was dis
cussed. She then made the Asso
ciation a present of several re
source books for use of the
Chapel Committee.
Mrs. Sheldon's visit to Pacific
is but one of many she is making
to colleges the length of the Pa
cific Coast down to San Diego
State, where she will consult with
other S.C.A. groups.

MARKET

DIAL 2-2734

You will be the winner if you see the
snappy college jewelry and stationery at
your College Book Store. Also remember
we will gladly handle your magazine sub
scriptions at lowest prices and order any
Christmas hooks you may want.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
"On the Campus ior you"
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NEVADANS
STRIVE TO
FREE STAR

SENIOR TACKLE

Famous Golfers
To Appear on
| Campus
1

A frantic campaign has been
started by the students of Univer
sity of Nevada to raise $1000 for
<he release of Marion Motley, sen
sational colored football star, who
fc being held by California auth
orities on a charge of negligent
homicide.
Motley was involved in an auto
accident near Fairfield, Califor
nia. in which an aged Japanese
•vis seriously injured, dying later
of oneumonia.
The stellar play of the giant
negro was conspicuous by its ab
sence last Saturday when Fresno
edged out Nevada 7-6 for the
team's first defeat of the season.
Pacific meets the Nevada Wolfpack at Baxter Stadium on
Thanksgiving day, November 21.
The game starts at 1:00 p. m., so
the fans can be home in time for
their 4 o'clock "stuffin"."

i

Students Ski
In Nevada

Our Colors
Required wearing apparel in
the football rooting section at the
Oregon State College this year is
^rally mitts." They're the regular
thing except for color. The right
STAN VAUGHN, rugged tackle, is playing his last
hand one is black and the left or
ange.
season under Coach Stagg. His vicious play has re

ceived the attention of sports writers in host cities, par

BULBS, PLANTS,
FLOWER SEEDS
Fertilize With
Vigiro

KNOX SEED CO.

Thai 2-0144

509 E. Weber

Patty Berg, for many year:s
n,
champion,
national woman's golf cha
Si make two appearances in
Stockton on Thursday, Novemov
ber 14.
will
At 9:50 that morning she
meet with the Jaysee goU class
and give instructions. This will
be held on the practice field, All
students are invited.
At 1 P- m. Miss Berg, Mrs,
Opal Hill, another ranking na
u>
tional player, Miss Barbara Ran
som, local player who is one of
the leading California golfers,
and a fourth player yet: unknown
h at
will play an exhibition match
the Stockton municipal golf
course. The general public iss invited. Free admission. Miss Berg
B
appears under the sponsorship of
a national sporting goods com
co
pany.

ticularly in Los Angeles, where he played a hang-up
game against the Loyola Lions.

Stagg Loses To Warner Already

Shaking the dust from their
skis, and incidently from the seats
of their trousers, local jaysees
Vic Lagorio, Dick Giles, Dick
Grahlman, Ralph Sheurer and Bob
Falon stemmed, snowplowed and
sits-marked in the snow, 8,500
feet up on the slopes of Mount
Rose in Nevada last Sunday.
Skiing conditions were perfect
with two inches of powder on an
eighteen-inch pack and a rope
tow running. The group reported
light flurries of snow throughout
the day and snow falling heavily
as they left. A return trip has
been planned for this week-end,
weather permitting.

The "beef 'has started already*Warner says his squad will do
before the game has had a chance the same . . . confusion, confu Music For
to become even a minute old. sion. Out comes Stagg, being the
'Pop" Warner and A. A. Stagg are gentleman, with the assertion that Footballers
having their little difference. Pacific will don somber BLACK
With a portable radio by his
Stagg contends that his charges uppers to please Mr. Warner. side Coach Ray Bohler, mentor of
will wear the gold uniforms and Are you happy "Pop?"
Chico State College sooths his
savage "wildcats" with swing mu
sic while they workout in prac
tice every afternoon.
He recently found out that his
60 'cats were swing devotees; so
he now controls the tempo which
they play with music.

You
Looking
Are
Spot Because You
Want To
Every student of the College
of the Pacific and the Stock
ton Junior College and all of
the alumni and teachers of
both schools read the Pacific
Weekly because they want
to.

For a complete coverage of
the college trade
advertise
in the Pacific Weekly. Dial
9-9121 or 2-3712.

FANS
PRE-SEASON
SPECIALS
ON

SKIS
BOOTS
SOCKS
MITTS
POLES
BINDINGS

STOCKTON
SKI SHOP
Owned and Operated by a
PSA Member

HAROLD MONAGHAN
-IFOR?

INTRAMUR AI

GOLF IS
POSTPONED
Athletic Honor Aria|s
Are Being Held
All's quite on the ir.tnu„Urol
front this week, because of w
ther conditions and lack of ^
testants turning out for the W
nis matches and Sigma n«.u'
ta
Psi tryouts.
HONOR FRATERNITY
According to Coach Earl Jar*
son, interested men may come out
every night for the Sigma trialsall events passed will g0 to '
team credit. If all events ar*
passed by an individual, he, then
will become eligible for a mem
b e r s h i p i n t h e S i g m a Delta p s i
national honorary athletic frater.
nity. Keys to be given out by
Coach Jackson at the end of the
school semester.
Intramural golf has been post,
poned this week because of the
San Jose game trip. It has been
tentatively dated to be held on
Friday afternoon, November 15.
TENNIS FORFEIT
The only result of last week's
tennis contests was: Omega Phi
win by forfeit from Manos, the
rest of the schedule being rained
out.
Next week's paring will be;
Tuesday, November 12, Rhizomia
vs. West Town; Wednesday, Dorm
vs. Omega Phi; Thursday, Swim*
ming meet. (Kjeldsen says the
WATER WILL BE WARM.)

Bulldogs
Trip Wolves
With a score of 7 to 6 the Fresno State Bulldogs downed the na
tion's highest scoring grid squad
the Nevada Wolves, on Fresno
ground last Friday. The victory
maintain's Jimmy Bradshaw's 11
on the undefeated list with five
wins and one tie.
Scoring for both sides took
place in the second quarter. Dale
Micklewait kicked the point that
decided the game in favor of the
Bulldogs. A 43-yard drive started
the plunge to the Wolves' touch
down.

Spearfish Team
Getting Hot
.. Unheard of since 1935 when
they finished their season as one
of the few undefeated teams in
the nation, the Yellow Jackets of
Spearfish Normal have come back
into the public eye with another
undefeated team.
Hidden away in South Dakota
and heard of by very few grld'
ders, this school plays a very
fast brand of ball and is sure o
be heard of soon.

EngagementsPro, Con in
Discussion

How should a young couple ei
dure a long separation while eI
gaged? Dr. Oliver Butterflei
will discuss this problem durin
his third lecture on the "Famul
Sunday evening at 6 o'clock 1
Central Methodist Church's L"
Questors' League.
(
Dr. Butterfield will suggc:
ways of insuring success of a
engagement. He states that tr
young couples all through histox
have observed a period of waitT
before marriage, so there rnube a good reason for it.
The Judson Baptist Young P&
pies Union meets Sunday evel
ings at the First Baptist churc
at 6:15. Mrs. R. N. T. Best*
and Irvin Grubbs lead the gr°u
Broken egg shells may cornpe*g
h oyster shells and limeston
3 Rfillltmr Tnnrl flPPnTdiHS

UHT
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Cabs Lose Thriller,
prop League Head
n e |ated Fourth Period Rally

Tigers Enter
Misses Tie by One Point
Sparta Lair;
ed »
reeling, the Jayseo Cubs emerged from
-bour mud-slinging festival with Placer J. C. last Get Clipped
n<1

hroe

»

rday night to find themselves face to face with the

S
7-« defeat
rk reality
rear11 J •of• a All
Star* *
.1rnnwn

rrhmurh the well-known hocus-pocus attack of the
W

^y backfield had sent the Cubs*
P°nL" through
Crouch five
five games undeCring
Sf the hog-mire Placer grid
Jon rendered all offensive straTv ineffective. Both teams were
ofced to resort to full-throttle
.traieht-ahead power and in this
denartment the big, hard charg2 Spartan backs had the ad
vantage over the Baby Tigers.

STAR GUARD

bkennan attacks

The Woodside eleven scored in
the second quarter after a 43yard sustained drive. Placer took

Jaysees Rest
The once-defeated, once-tied
Jaysee gridders were resting
this week fortifying themselves
for three consecutive home
games.
These tilts, which the Cubs
should grab with formidable
scores, are with Yuba, Marin
and Modesto junior colleges.
the ball on the Stockton 43. Sin
gle-handed, in five tries Ed Brennan, the Spartan's finest running
back, carried the ball to the
Stockton one, and Donald Ostrum
pushed it across. Brennan turn
ed the end for the extra point.
As the final minutes of the
fourth quarter ticked away,
the exhausted Cubs, aroused to
desperation at the prospect of
defeat, gathered themselves for
one last fling at paydirt. From
deep in their own territory the
locals powered to the Placer
twenty-one. Here the valiant
attack began to bog down.
Alphone got 2 at center, but
Orvis lost them in an attempt
to skirt end. Then Grahlman
hit the line for 3.
ALPHONSE SCORES
That made it fourth down and
vara
minutes to play. Nine
s ls a l°ng way through
anll ,
ankle-deep mud.
, Quarterback Aiphonse decided
. ,e
himself. Miraculously
Picked his way through tackle
tackw t!nt0 the open- Three
clean tries at him,
but h S,
stanri^ S ePPe<l into the end zone
bal? v"g U,p- The heavy sodden
Karl Klapstein's
foot
l°r Point the all"imP°rtant try
Th ^ Was not goodout If ?'eat dumped the Cubs
the conference lead.
comh;n
Stariinl!
ersfieid
night

fastest backfield
Baxter
that fielded by Bakschool last Friday

the

ever seen at

Recently recuperated, CHARLIE
BLACKWELL is one of the rea
sons that the Cubs have been
enjoying a successful season.
This sophomore is the running
guard who cuts down opposing
players; also, his punting has
played a large part in the re
markable defensive record of the
Jaysees. He Is a definite threat
for all-conference honors.

Cubs Second
In League
Heading the Northern Califor
nia Jaysee football league, Sali
nas Junior College, last year's
champions, are now in a posi
tion to repeat. The Salinas club
suffered but one defeat at the
hands of the Stockton Jaysees.
Placer and Stockton are tied
up for the second position with
Marin pressing hard in the third
spot.

Dr. M. R. Eiselen, of the Col
lege of Pacific, described "Foot
ball Through the Ages" at the
Lions' Club luncheon at Eagles'
Hall, Lodi, last Wednesday. Dr.
Eiselen pointed out references to
football in Greek mythology and
records of football being played
in England in the 1200's, two
hundred years before the discov
ery of America.

CLOSE OUT PRICES ON BRANCH'S
SPORT SHOP SKI EQUIPMENT

BINDINGS & SHOES

25% OFF

POLES (A real value)—Pair
S^,£££eSSORIES—Including

'-SORs, CLIMBERS

DESTRUCTION
The returning Tigers left noth
ing but destruction in their path.
Bright fires lit the sky as the
initials of the Bengal Tiger were
inscribed indelibly in San Jose
State's San Carlos turf. Simul
taneously in another section of
the campus all the patient, tedi
ous work of enemy Spartans was
destroyed in a few moments as
the quiet and cunning Tigers
burned the framework of the
State bonfire.
In spite of the conscientious,
though clumsy, watchfulness of
the Spartans who were guarding
their first bonfire in 10 years, the
swift and silent Tiger band, made
up of such reckless adventurers
as Darrel Swagerty, Ed Spaulding, Bill Tibbs, Jim Holden, Bill
Orvis, A1 Gossett and Bill Maring, was able to sneak almost at
will among the unsuspecting
enemy.
POLICE INTERFERENCE
There were only two casualties.
With the help of police officers,
the San Joseans managed to nab
Bill Maring and A1 Gossett. The
harm that befell these two unfor
tunates at the hands of the cruel
and uncivilized Spartan horde is
too well known to be repeated
here. It need only be mentioned
that it is not altogether because
of their fiery school spirit that

Conversion Gives
Tigers Victory
Lack of Fundamentals Shown
By Bengal Playing
Winning by the skin of their collective proboscuses,
Coach A. A. Stagg's fighting Tigers eked out a 7-6 score
over the Yern Hickey men from the "cow College" at
Davis last Saturday.
Playing what can be considered their worst game
of the season the Tigers looked*
~
like a bunch of "hicks" from ning the Aggies into the ground,
Belota Tech. No doubt the rest started a 42-yard drive which
of remaining practice sessions ended up by Tom Oleta scoring
should stress the old cry "back with a 2-yard plunge over cen
to fundamentals."
ter. Emil Siefert replaced Dale
THOMAS DRIVES
Halbert and kicked the extra
The highlights of the game point from placement.
came after a boresome threeComing back like a mad Mus
quarters had been completed. tang in the same period, the
When Bill Thomas, after run- Hickeymen led by Les Heringer
engineered the Aggies' touch
these tortured captives wear down with a 12-yard run and two
completed passes to Tom Dilrooters' caps at all times.
day. The first of these passes
According to "usually reliable had the smell of a fish markc-t
reports" from San Jose, there when Kilday and Olaeta both
came down with the ball.
was only negligible damage. As
Referee
Tom Fitzpatriek
a matter of fact, the report re ruled that Kilday had gained
leased by propaganda agencies possession of the ball and
states that "outside of the de placed it on the Tiger 8-yard
line. Heringer a few plays
struction of two telephone poles,
later wiggled over from the
which is really nothing, there one-yard line to score, his at
was absolutely no damage done." tempted place
kick being
Of course, the marauding Tigers smothered by the entire Tiger
will testify to the utter absurdity line.
of the statement.
BOXED-UP
The Aggies boxed-up the wideSLEEP, GUARDS
open
Pacific play and forced the
No retaliatory raids are to be
permitted by the faculty of- the Tigers to take terrific losses,
once back to their own 5-yard
State College. But it is doubted line.
The Bengals' best effort
by well-informed circles in Tiger- came from straight power plays
town that there are any Spartans through the center and over the
in San Jose who possess the tackles, Thomas being the most
necessary skill to carry out a effective on cut-back
plays
successful trip into enemy coun through the tackle spots. Mears
try. To these dozen raiders the was dynamite over the center.
forthcoming and, it is our fond Standouts for the Aggies were
hope, successful invasion of the Heringer, Locke, and Marioni.
Mighty Tiger football eleven into While Thomas, Mears and
the Spartan Stadium will be only Boyarski sparkled for the Ben
gals.
a delightful anti-climax.

ima

Football Era

ATTENTION PACIFIC SKIERS
SKl|S,

Stealthily, with padded tread
and muffled voices, a dozen
Tigers sped from their lair on
a daring midnight raid into
enemy country last Monday.
The brave band thrust to the
very heart of Spartan territory
to strike with the speed and
terror of a lightning bolt.
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We Guarantee Our Metal Edges

YOLLAND S. JOHNSON

$c*

99(5

WAXES, MITTS,
33 13% OFF

Stockton's Most Complete Ski Shop.

FINDER TIP
GOAT
THE

Long enough to shut out chill
ing winds, short enough for
plenty of leg action—just 36"
long!
„
,
In heavyweight 32 oz. all wool,
smartly tailored with raglan
sleeves, slash pockets and rail
road stitches on cuffs and bot
tom.

^ 4 U S E THAT

R E F R E S H E S

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by

"Your Sporting Goods House
312 E. WEBER AVE.

A drink has to be good
to be enjoyed millions of
times a day by peoole the
world over in every walk
of life. Coca-Cola is one of
those good things whose
quality stands out. You
welcome its*taste and its
afterisense of refreshment.

j. c. P £t/*/ey eo.,/~c.

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF STOCKTON. LIMITE®
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TIGER
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Underdog Bengals Meet
Exceptional

There is one football fan
can cheer the victor in one Who
regardless of who wins jfam®
Robert Gordon Sproul, nre^ is
of both U. C. and U. C. La

SAN JOSE SQUAD WINS SEVEN STRAIGH 1 "
CONTESTS AFTER INITIAL LOSS

By BOB CONAWAY

A definite underdog Bengal eleven leaves Mtwo
ine lowly conversion — to
o'clock this afternoon for then ami
,
some coaches a bane, to others
c
a blessing:—played an altogeth
San Jose's high-flying Golden
d\0 fifj the
er too important part in last
scheduled to begin at 3:00 p. ni.,
week's Bengaltown football fare.
stadium to its maximum capacity of 14,owWIN ONE, LOSE ONE
After losing their opener, the*
In the Tiger-Aggie game the
Spartans have copped seven con-' Warner. It features deception by
extra point kicked by Emil Seimeans of spinners, single, double
secutive contests, running up a
fert accorded the Pacific boys vic
and
fake reverses—all based on
total score of 151 points for 34
tory and prevented what would
the double wingback formation.
by
their
opponents
in
eight
have been a shameful ignominous
The Spartans scored 27 points
games. Twenty-four of these op
tie.
on a Loyola outfit which outponent
points
have
been
garnered
The Jaysees sloshed around in
in the last three games, which charged the Tigers to the tune
knee-deep Auburn mud before fin
of 20-0. However, it must be re
ally scoring. Then center Klapmembered that two of these
ViS stein missed what would have
scores came via the airways, a
HALBERT OUT
been the tying point. There is no
phase which the Bengals could
doubt in the minds of those who
Dale Halbert, triple threat
not fully capitalize upon due to
witnessed this encounter that on
halfback, who only recently re
the wetness. These scores mark
a dry field the Cubs would have
covered from a shoulder injury,
the finding" of the San Jose
run rings around the larger Placer
is definitely unable to play for
passing game, a factor which
players.
the remainder of the season.
may make tonight's encounter
STREAMLINE GAME
This was the semi-tragic news
wide open.
However, this goes on the rec
revealed hy an x-ray Wednesday
ords as a defeat, which coupled
AMOS ALOWZO STAQG
afternoon, which showed seer- BACKFIELD ACES
with the Menlo tie seevral weeks
ai broken transverse processes
Men who have proved them
ago, topples the Jaysees from
in the thoracic region, a spinal selves capable campaigners, espe
their unexpected but seemingly
ailment. The injury was receiv cially in the more recent Spartan
secure, perch atop the junior col
ed early in the Cal Aggie game; games, are Fullbacks "Truck
lege circuit. Salinas, which took
Halbert is expected to be com Tornell and Hubbell, Half Minter
a drubbing at the hands of the
pletely healed early in Janu and Half Nylocals, is leading with but that
ary.
one defeat.
gren. All are ca
There has been much discus
pable of break
may indicate a weakening de ing away at any
sion and dissension among the
coaches, especially after a onetime under the
Jaysee basketball Coach Chris fense.
point defeat, concerning the ab Kjeldsen began singling out hu WARNER TWO UP
Warner system.
olition of this try-for-point-after man factors from which he hopes
In addition to the long duel be The loss of Kej
touchdown. Perhaps with the to formulate the finest Cub quin
tween the two competing schools, Man Leroy Zim
present trend toward an at tet in history last Tuesday night
the contest is the third meeting merman, star or
tempted streamlining of the ONLY 20 REGULARS
between the two active coaches the three past,
game the conversion is doomed.
with the longest coaching records Spartan squads, TORNELL
Forty-eight
aspirants
in
all
are
COINCIDENCE
—G 1e r. Scobey occasioned some
Streamlining is touching the turning out to the sporadic Tues
"P
o p" Warner fear, but these backs are capable
day
and
Thursday
practices.
How
gridiron sport. Who can deny it?
and Amos Alon- of sharing his triple-threat duties
Those universities that go in for ever, according to the coach's
, Aubrey Minter, 160-pound Ne
plans
only
about
twenty
of
these
zo Stagg.
six man intramural contests en
Warner is lead gro left halfback, is known for
joy a "cut down" game. Maybe can be kept on the squad for the
ing in this clas his mastery »f the "stutter step,"
they will be the ones that pioneer remainder of the season.
Mentor
Kjeldsen
hopes
to
build
sic
duel, with a confusing run. "Huba-Huba"
the no-conversion game.
his
team
around
these
four
re
two
wins against Hubbell, from Hawaii, and Bud
On Rockne Day Notre Dame
turning
veterans
of
last
year's
none
for Stagg Nygren, a transfer from Gustadefeated College of Pacific, 25-7
—"the grand old vus Adolphus College in Minne
cm the same day University of Cubs: Don Sullivan, Bert Mason
WARNER man." The first sota, are also break-away artists.
Portland, coached by a Rockne Rand Smith and Jack Toomay,
was by his Car The latter is the leading groundteammate, whipped Pacific Uni CONFERENCE MEMBER
Already, however, many first lisle Indians against the Chicago gainer and scorer on the squad.
versity by an identical score.
Both victor schools are conduct year men like "Brick" Wisdom Maroons; the second, last year's
The return to form of "Bi
ed by the Congregation of Holy Gerry Winter and Pete Pezzi have Spartan game, won by the vis cycle" Bill Thomas in the Aggie
shown themselves to be excellent itors, 13-3. Warner's official ca encounter is heartening to Ben
Cross.
pacity is that of advisory coach
ball players.
gal fans; also the work of
With such an enthusiastic turn to Ben Winkelman.
Willie Boyarsky spells no good
out Coach Kjeldsen has high DECEPTION
for the Spartans.
SPARTA LEAD
hopes of establishing an admir
The San Jose attack is modeled
The game will t>e broadcast
able record in this, the Baby Ben after the system which still bears
INCREASED
over the local San Jose radio sta
gals initial season as members of the name of its originator, Pop"
tion—KWG, at 1010 kilocycles.
The Spartans lead in games the Northern California Jaysee
won, but look at that point"total! Conference.
Come on, gang. Let's even it up
again.
Texas A. and M. College has
San Jose won more awards than any other
Pacific State United States school in contests
1921 ..
0
of the Society for Promotion of
WE ARE
1922 ..
0
Engineering Education.
1923 ..
0
1926 ..
0
Seeral hundred gold objects dug
1929 ..
6
up from ancient Indian buried
1930 ..
0
grounds in Panama by University
1931 ..
0
of Pennsylvania
archeologists
1932 ..
7
OUR NEW SKI
hae been placed on exhibition in
1933 ..
12
the university museum.
1934 . .
13
1935 ..
0
THE
1936 ..
0
8
1937 ..
7
12
"Don't Let Your
1938 ..
6
19
1939. ..
13
Shoes G o To

A VERY SMART

IN A VERY SMART

IIOIIEIi
BOTH BY

J. C. Casaba
Men
Workout

SKI FANS
ANNOUNCING

233
Won: 6. Lost 7, tied 2.

90

The Dogs"

Colliver Speaks
Prof. George H. Colliver was
the speaker last Wednesday eve
ning at the meeting of the Class
ical Club. His subject, "Socrares,
Plato and Aristotle,"*aroused an
interesting discussion.
Seagoing birds sometimes ac
cumulate barnacles, as do ships,
it is revealed by the University
of California zoology department.

SPLITKIEN
FLEXIBLE FLYER
FIRST SEASON IN

AMERICA

Ever hear of VarsityTown bringing out a
very smart fabric and
not combining it with
model perfectioon? .
We never did, but this
is really an exceptional
job. The tweed is one
of these
"once-in-awhile" inspirations . . •
bold, nubby, gloriously
colorful. The model is
"Drapertown," a per
fect mate for this fab
ric ... no less. You
mister . . . this is your
suit if you want the
unusual!

*25""

*29"°

*35°*
EXTRA

SLACKS
SO50
s8

FRED HOLDEN

Campus Representative

EXCLUSIVE AT THE

DONNELL'S

Factory Shoe Repairing
23 S. Sutter

Bi»I 2 9022
We Coll and Deliver

Stockton Ski Shop
Come In and See It
127 N. CALIF. ST.
Ask HAROLD MONAGHA*'

DIAL jt-fbtSA

vmm

Use Our Convenient
90-Day Payment Plan

